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Abstract 
Chicago’s current wireless internet network provides a connec-
tive tissue for users feeding information, knowledge, education, 
virtual mobility, social interaction, entertainment, and much more 
as an all-powerful communication portal. City users, like 
politicians and scholars, engage with this tool frequently; it has 
become a dependent in many businesses – thus contributing to 
its value on a daily basis. Wi-Fi, however, remains a selective 
service.

Divvy follows in Chicago’s Wi-Fi footprints. As Chicago’s bike 
sharing system Divvy provides the city transportation, physical 
health, environmental wellness, recreation, and social enjoy-
ment. This too is selective to card holders and accessibility to a 
station. As Wi-Fi and Divvy function as scrupulous adjacencies 
an underserved district emerges. 

Noticeably, Carbon gas emissions remain larger in low density 
suburbia. Likewise, green house gas, GHG, per household is 
greater in the suburban home – 87 million BTU / year – than the 
city apartment – 44 million BTU / year. With densely connected 
infrastructure electricity is effi ciently utilized in Chicago’s where 
Wi-Fi and Divvy grow and develop.
In the underserved areas vacancy, unemployment, and racial 
segregation are prevalent. Likewise, an ineffi cient misuse of 
money creates a large span of useless land.  With more traffi c 
and more pollution to cover the extra transit length, a divide 
between the city and suburbia exists. 

Module 2
Synthesis/
Data/Mobility/
Resources
Participants: Kuan-Ju Chen, Laura Dumitru, 
Shengliang Rong
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The divide stops the growth of the city of Chicago. It promotes 
the independent lifestyle of suburbia. But is the lifestyle sustain-
able? Where suburbia consists of approximately 4080 people 
per square mile Chicago consists of 15,380 people per square 
mile. Using more resources to cover less people is not an 
accurate portrayal of the American Dream. It is time for the 
American Dream to reclaim its fundamental roots, its sustain-
able roots. The American Dream is DENcity.

The challenge remains eliminating the Dead Zone, the unutilized 
space between the city of Chicago and Chicago suburbs. Living 
in the city uses fewer resources to achieve the same services 
with equal rights. People want to live in the city; they just may 
not have the means; therefore, a public-private partnership, 
PPP, in the city of Chicago is a stable solution. 

Seemingly radical, but in actuality a logical approach to the 
American Dream, is the dense city. When the city is densifi ed, 
citizens may thrive.

02 Data: AT&T coverage/ income $200,00+
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03 Data/ Mobility: Metra/ CTA train/ highway/ Divvy stations

04 Data/ Mobility/ Resources: high carbon emission/ low population density
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05 Synthetic: Mayor Rahm Emanuel opportunity areas/ dead zone
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Founded on the waterways as an early transportation hub, 
Chicago became a great agricultural and industrial center at the 
intersection of rail and highways. Now, as then, infrastructure 
drives development; the core infrastructure being the Internet. In 
today’s global knowledge economy Chicago desires to take full 
advantage of its universal-city status by virtue of the information 
superhighway and the digital revolution.

Chicago is committed to bettering itself through the development 
of its digital excellence initiative by improving broadband, 
widening wireless networks, increase the number of jobs in and 
around the city, activate political participation, and enhance 
community. The Advisory Council on Closing the Digital Divide 
was challenged by Mayor Richard M. Daley of Chicago to “make 
recommendations to help ensure universal digital access and to 
improve community, educational, economic and other out-
comes.” The creating of this preeminent universal-city will 
require all peoples: citizens, visitors, businesses, service 
providers, government, community organizations, students, 
seniors, those disabled and non-English speakers alike includ-
ing public, private, and non-profi t sectors.

Currently, these initiatives procure to already digitally smart 
communities widening the internet literacy gap between these 
communities and other under-connected communities and 
neighborhoods. Chicago claims that it will improve internet 
literacy by initiating scaled up smart communities; otherwise, 
more internet speed, implementation of infrastructure, free Wi-Fi 
public parks, and policies for environmental sensing, spectrum 
research, and wireless connectivity. A respectful proposition 
when implemented in digital and economically underprivileged 
areas of Chicago.

The city has prioritized 15 innovation zones to receive state of 
the art broadband as a launching mat for these efforts; most of 

Module 2
DATA
Participants: Kuan-Ju Chen, Laura Dumitru, 
Shengliang Rong
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these innovation zones are universities.  These universities 
likely increase Chicago’s reputation and economy but do not 
represent Chicago’s disadvantaged neighborhoods.  Placed in 
or around Chicago’s opportunity areas, these university sites 
marginally connect to adjacent neighborhoods.  Even when 
Chicago contributes immense funding and public workstations to 
disadvantaged neighborhoods, it is the universities that receive 
the most information and become more competitive leaving the 
community behind.  Thus Chicago’s demographic gap, with 
black, low income areas receiving the least edge in today’s 
information age, widens.

The City, CHA, CCC, CPL, and other organizations will and 
ought to continue the above; however, a critical lens will seek to 
add long-term strategies to these initiatives. Long-term thinking 
seeks to combine digital excellence with other city initiatives to 
holistically understand Chicago’s needs and personality. 
Divvy Bikes, a Chicago bike sharing system, excels the city in 
multiple ways. It betters Chicagoans’ health, social, mobile 
activity, and overall quality of life. In its fourth months of offi cial 
operation it has succeeded in popularity and has much potential 
to change Chicago’s mind-set. 

The global outreach of Chicago goes beyond the digital and 
travels fast through knowledge and experience of others who 
experience the transparently new and integrated Chicago.
Chicago can once again become the big brother to its surround-
ing neighborhood and lands, promoting accessible, knowledge 
based energies at home, for play, and the work place. It is a 
win-win scenario: city offi cials have a good report and the 
people have a city system catered for all users of Chicago. 

07 Regional map: public funded area/ AT&T DATA coverag/ income 
$200,000+/ Mayor Rahm Emanuel opportunity areas/ dead zone
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08 Aerial regional map: demographics/ blue= white/ green= black/ red= hispanic/ yellow=Asian

09 Aerial regional map: vacant properties/ vacant buildings

13
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Chicago is developing its bicycle facilities in a great scale and 
various aspects. The goal is “to make the City of Chicago the 
most bicycle-friendly city in the United States.” In 2006, the 
former mayor, Richard M. Daley, drove the Bike 2015 Plan. This 
is the second bike-promoting plan of Chicago after Bike 2000 
Plan was proposed in 1992. 

Divvy, a city scale bike sharing system in the City of Chicago, 
has just launched this June. It is part of the Bike 2015 Plan. The 
system includes 4,000 bikes and 400 stations across the city. 
And Divvy is available for use 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
“Intended to provide Chicagoans with an additional transporta-
tion option for getting around the city, Divvy is fun, easy, and 
affordable.” 

In the module 1, we examined not only the Divvy system itself 
but also the city’s mobility system through it. Divvy provides a 
short trip alternative for commuters using within the city. And 
riding a bicycle emits less carbon dioxide than driving or even 
taking a train. It also becomes a new trend for visitors cycling 
around the city. Divvy helps to create the bicycle-friendly 
impression of the city. This can be a great feature for promoting 
the tourism in Chicago. 
 
Based on the fi ndings from our study with Data and Resources 
groups, the opportunities can be improving the environment and 
people’s health. The environment will be better if more people 
use bike as transportation method, use less electricity or take 
more energy-saving strategy, the dependency on coal can be 
reduced. Also, cycling is good for both physical and mental 
health. Besides, internet is a powerful communication tool for 
letting people understand the situation and spreading out the 
words. 

Module 2
Mobility
Participants: Kuan-Ju Chen, Laura Dumitru, 
Shengliang Rong

20
Divvy bike share 
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21 Regional map: 30-minute radius by walk, bike, public transit, and car

22 Regional map: 10-minute walk radius from CTA Train and Metra stations
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23 Aerial regional map: Mayor Rahm Emanuel opportunity areas/ commute time/ dead zone

24 Aerial regional map: Mayor Rahm Emanuel opportunity areas/ dead zone/ transportation cost 

17
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POLLUTION 
For decades, Chicago has suffered a severe pollution of burning 
coal, which has caused a lot of environmental issues. So far, 
Chicago had eliminated these two power plants. However, the 
pollution residue they left to Little village and Pilsen is enor-
mous. At the same time, to fi x those issues huge amount of 
federal funding went into Chicago to purify those contaminated 
land, unfortunately those purifi ed land are mostly vacant. 
ELECTICITY 
Since Chicago’s demand for energy is getting more and more 
bigger ,and it just got rid of one of its power resource recently, 
so Chicago need to import more energy from other area of 
Illinois to fi ll in the gap, which was also generated by coal 
majorly. So it means we transfer those air pollution from one 
area to another area, and since GHG’s infl uence was globally. 
So if we want to make our effort worthy, we need to make more 
moves.
Also we fi nd that more denser an area is, more lower carbon 
emission per capita in this area, for instance, people living in 
suburb emit as twice as much carbon emission  per capita than 
people living in city. The reason could be: 1. people single 
detached houses use more natural gas and electricity to keep 
house warm in winter and cool in summer; 2. people living in 
suburbs intend to drive in commuting, that causes lots of on 
road carbon emission.
Electricity loss in transmission and distribution is enormous as 
well. The reasons are: 1. most of Chicago’s major power plants 
are far away from Chicago, long distance transmission can 
cause a big loss; 2. Electricity distribution to people who lives  in 
rural land are using low voltage lines which will cause a huge 
loss about 50% of total transmission and distribution loss.

CONCLUTION
In energy perspective, density living is sustainable living.    

Module 2
Resources
Participants: Kuan-Ju Chen, Laura Dumitru, 
Shengliang Rong

25
Coal power
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26 Regional map: carbon emission/ population density

27 Regional map: dead zone
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28 Aerial regional map: energy corridors/ power stations

28 Aerial regional map: energy corridors/ dead zone

21
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30 facility density in suburbia and city

29 Diagram: facility density comparision
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31 Diagram: selectivity of services

32 Diagram: metropolis population density
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33 Map: site location
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35 Axonometric: Clark/ Lake

34 Photo: Clark/ Lake
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36 Axonometric: Clark/ Lake

36 Photo: Kostner
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38 Axonometric: Clark/ Lake

37 Photo: 95th/ Dan Ryan
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A short preview of the development of the city of Chicago will 
show the expansion of the city sculpted by its public infrastruc-
ture. As history repeats itself, now – Chicago 2013 – the city is 
home to 2,715,000 peoples dispersed along public infrastruc-
ture.  However, a high contrast remains between the population 
densities in a suburban life-style within the city versus that of 
the city center. Through the lenses of DATA, mobility, and 
resources this is a wasteful condition inquisitive of possibilities.
Analyzing waste fl ows of transportation cost, energy consump-
tion per capita, and use of institutions relates closer networks to 
more suffi cient and effective systems. These conditions are not 
present throughout all of Chicago however; vacant lands, 
unoccupied properties established by Woodstock Institute’s 
research group, remain a challenge.

This challenge presents itself an opportunity for change. 
Bringing optimal densities within these regions will create a new 
DENcity. As DATA follows income, infrastructure, and institu-
tions, and mobility follows income, infrastructure, and density, 
and resources follow program and density, these datasets can 
be used to create an optimal density of 26,512.5 people / sq. 
mile within a newly established city boundary of 15 minutes bike 
radius from all existing CTA train stations.

Module 3
Focal Point/
Data/Mobility/
Resources
Participants: Kuan-Ju Chen, Laura Dumitru, 
Shengliang Rong
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These strategies are compared in a CTA Pink Line study 
between Clark & Lake, Chicago’s most ridership station with 
13,054 persons / day, and Kostner, Chicago’s least ridership 
with 291 persons / day. Each display opposite conditions of 
Chicago services, as Clark & Lake remains more served and 
dense, a precedent study, Kostner remains a prototype site.

Much like Kostner, the now status of Chicago is wasted in 
vacant lands. But this vacant land is just the ingredient for a 
future densely networked Chicago. Ultimately, the city grows 
along mobility infrastructure, doing the same today, in which the 
hindrance of suburban living and vacant land remain an 
opportunity for optimal infrastructure and money fl ows to create 
a new dense city.
Constituting a new dense city requires understanding density 
itself. Frequency, quantity, thickness, closeness, and compact-
ness are all components in synthesizing said city. As data and 
subjective experiences combine to create images certain criteria 
and parameters emerge to defi ne an optimal working system. It 
is here that universal values of clean water, healthy air, and safe 
public spaces have freedom to thrive.

DENcity describes a potential new Chicago with public services 
and engagement, responsibilities and accountability, innovations 
and sustainability, diversity and inclusion, as well as ethics and 
integrity gathered under one roof in the city’s optimal network: 
density.

The future of Chicago amasses in a city where ideas travel 
faster, knowledge is accessible, physical distance is boundary-
free, health is blooming, and people prosper. When the city is 
densifi ed, citizens may thrive.
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03 Regional map DATA: medium household income, zoning, AT&T DATA coverage

04 Regional map DATA: vacant properties and broad band usage (%)
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05 Regional map Mobility: vacant properties, Divvy Station, CTA Train and population density

06 Regional map Mobility: Divvy Station, CTA Train, Metra, bikeways, and transportation cost
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07 Regional map Resource: energy corridor, federal funding, purified land, vacant property

08 Regional map Resource: carbon emission per capita and zoning
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09 Synthetic regional map: Mobility, DATA, and Resources

10 New city boundary
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11 Diagram: optimal density criteria

12 Diagram: optimal density of new DENCITY
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13 Diagram: electricity consumption per capita and population density
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14 Diagram: CTA ridership and population density
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15 Diagram: vacant properties and median household income
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16 Axonometric: 15-min bike radius of Clark/ 
Lake

17 Site map: Clark/ Lake and Kostner, Kedzie 
and Western

18 Axonometric: 15-min bike radius of Kostner, Kedzie and Western
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21 Diagram: CTA operating budget in 2013 

19 Diagram: 62.5% stations’ riderships are 
below average 

20 Diagram: CTA operating budget in 2050
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22 Diagram: public fundings of Mobility, DATA, Resouce
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23 Section: comparison between Loop and North Lawndale
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24 Axonometric: Kostner Station 
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25 Platform of Kostner Station

26 Kostner Station
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27 26th Street and Central Park Avenue

28 26th Street
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29 26th Street and Central Park Avenue in 2050
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30 26th Street in 2050
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